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In The 

Supreme Court of the United StatesSupreme Court of the United StatesSupreme Court of the United StatesSupreme Court of the United States    
 

 

In re 

 

RICHARD ALLEN MASTERSON, 
 

  Petitioner. 

 

 

 

PETITIONER’S REPLY TO RESPONDENT’S BRIEF IN OPPOSITION 

 

 

CAPITAL CASE 

 
Pending Execution Date: 

January 20, 2016 

 

 

 

Petitioner Richard Allen Masterson, through counsel, Gregory W. Gardner, 

respectfully submits the following reply to the State’s Opposition to his Petition for a 

Writ of Habeas Corpus and his Motion to Stay Execution: 

I. Last night, Mr. Masterson discovered even more evidence of the State’s 

suppression of Mr. Shrode’s perjury and fraud, highlighting the need for 

discovery and an evidentiary hearing.  

 

Last night, January 19, 2016, the night before Mr. Masterson’s execution, Texas 

attorney Theresa Caballero, Texas bar number 3569625, spoke with undersigned counsel. 

She relayed that she had uncovered more evidence of Mr. Shrode’s fraud. She discovered 
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that Mr. Shrode also lied when he stated that he was Board Certified in pathology.1 He 

commonly testified that he was Board Certified to bolster his credibility and secure 

employment. But just like Mr. Shrode’s other credentials, he fabricated it.  

What other information about Mr. Shrode does the State have? What other 

information about Mr. Shrode could be uncovered through the discovery process? Mr. 

Masterson deserves an opportunity to properly litigate this matter. He should have a 

chance to show the Court what the State suppressed and concealed, and to develop his 

claims fully. 

II. The State improperly relies on Mr. Masterson’s conduct to support its 

faulty medical science. 

 

The State’s Opposition relies heavily on Mr. Masterson’s false confessions, 

attempts to volunteer for the death penalty, and actions when he incorrectly believed that 

he had accidentally killed the decedent.  But the State’s reliance is misplaced. As 

explained in Mr. Masterson’s Petition, his confessions and suicide attempts are unreliable 

because his brain chemistry and suicidal depression drove him to make his statements 

even though he knew they were false.  

In addition to the new science supporting Mr. Masterson’s argument that he 

confessed falsely, the State ignores the fact that Mr. Masterson consistently retracted his 

false confession during times that his depression was alleviated through, among other 

things, medical intervention. Furthermore, unlike Mr. Masterson’s false confession, 

which has no reliable scientific support, his retractions and explanation of the events of 

January 27, 2001, are supported by valid scientific evidence that counsel secured from a 

qualified medical expert after learning that the medical examiner that testified at his trial 

                                                        
1 Ms. Caballero will provide an affidavit to undersigned counsel around 11:00 a.m. EST. Counsel will 

provide it to the Court immediately. 
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was a fraud who was not qualified to conduct Mr. Honeycutt’s autopsy and not qualified 

to give expert testimony on cause of death. The State seeks to divert this Court’s attention 

from the real issue here – that Mr. Masterson was convicted through a combination of 

false medical examiner testimony by an unreliable and unqualified expert and a false 

confession, both of which have now been rebutted by new medical evidence.  

a. Mr. Masterson’s confessions and letters were given while he was 

suicidal and severely depressed.  

 

When Mr. Masterson was incarcerated, his drug binge stopped. His years of 

stimulant abuse decreased the dopamine levels in his brain to the point of almost not 

existing. He lost the ability to develop dopamine without using drugs to boost his levels. 

And without dopamine in this brain, Mr. Masterson became severely depressed. His 

depression made him feel hopeless and suicidal.  

During this suicidal period, Officer Null interrogated him. Mr. Masterson was 

despondent, was convinced he would be convicted of Mr. Honeycutt’s murder, and 

accordingly gave statements precisely formulated to ensure that he would get the death 

penalty. He confessed to Officer Null, telling him that he intended to kill the decedent 

and to rob him. But Mr. Masterson only made this recorded confession after being 

interrogated without any recording devices. He always maintained that Officer Null gave 

him details on what qualifies for capital murder to facilitate the confession. 

After Mr. Masterson’s conviction, the dopamine levels in his brain did not return 

to normal. He continued to experience suicidal ideation. During his federal-habeas 

litigation, Mr. Masterson attempted to waive his appeals and expedite his execution. 

State’s Exhibit A occurred in the middle of this suicide attempt. Besides writing the 

district court, Mr. Masterson apparently wrote to the State out of frustration because the 
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district court refused to acknowledge his pleas or waive his appeals. When the Court 

views State’s Exhibit A in context, it is not evidence of Mr. Masterson’s guilt; it is 

evidence of his severe mental illness and suicidal depression. 

b. Mr. Masterson erroneously believed that he had accidentally killed 

the decedent, but medical science shows that he did not. 

 

After the decedent’s death, Mr. Masterson made an understandable assumption.  

The decedent died while Mr. Masterson’s arm was around his throat. He assumed that he 

had accidentally killed him. Given Mr. Masterson’s criminal record, he knew that police 

would be predisposed not to believe him. And because Mr. Masterson was engaged in 

homosexual relations when it occurred, he feared that the antipathy towards homosexuals 

in the Deep South would only worsen his plight. So Mr. Masterson acted like a man who 

knew he would die after he was caught.  He ran and escalated his drug binge.  

The State’s argument that Mr. Masterson must be guilty because he acted guilty 

has one central, fatal flaw: it relies on Mr. Masterson’s thoughts and ignores medical, 

scientific facts. Mr. Masterson thought he had killed someone, but he was wrong. He 

made the same assumptions that Mr. Shrode made: He assumed guilt based on 

circumstantial evidence instead of forensic facts. 

 

III. The State’s characterization of Mr. Masterson’s new evidence as simply a 

competing expert opinion is false; Mr. Shrode was not a qualified expert 

examiner, and his opinion should have never been heard, particularly in a 

capital case in which the State sought the death penalty. 

 

The State’s attempts to mischaracterize Mr. Shrode’s opinions as valid, competing 

scientific evidence are entirely incorrect. Mr. Shrode was not a board certified medical 

examiner, as Mr. Masterson learned just last night. He habitually lies. He conforms his 
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opinions to his pre-existing conclusions. He either does not know or completely 

disregards elementary medical principles. Mr. Shrode’s opinions are not based on 

acceptable scientific principles. They are based on police investigations.  

Mr. Masterson has presented the only expert opinions about the decedent’s cause 

and manner of death. This case is not a battle of the experts; it is a story of a fraud 

making up scientific reasons to support the prosecution. The only thorough expert 

opinion in this case is Dr. Roberts’. Her opinion is the only one that should be given any 

weight. Her expert opinion is that Mr. Honeycutt died from a heart attack. Mr. Masterson 

is an innocent man. 

IV. The State’s assertion that Mr. Masterson did not discuss cause and 

prejudice to forgive any procedural bars is incorrect. 

 

Finally, the State’s argument that Mr. Masterson did not address potentially 

applicable procedural bars is incorrect.  Mr. Masterson did address the reasons he defeats 

those bars. Pet’r’s Pet. at 32-33.  

Mr. Masterson is an innocent man; his innocence defeats any procedural bars. 

Additionally, Mr. Masterson’s state-habeas and federal-habeas lawyers did not 

investigate his case in any acceptable manner. As the State argues, some information 

about Mr. Shrode’s misconduct and botched autopsies was available in 2010. Mr. 

Masterson’s federal-habeas lawyer did not begin his representation until 2011. This 

lawyer was either completely blind to important news concerning murder cases in his 

hometown or did not review Mr. Masterson’s case closely enough to make the connection 

between the big news of Mr. Shrode’s fraud and Mr. Masterson’s case. To compound this 

unforgivable, extreme neglect, the lawyer did not respond to Mr. Masterson’s letters and 

requests for information. Had counsel cared about Mr. Masterson’s case during his 
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federal-habeas litigation instead of after the undersigned, pro bono lawyer entered the 

case, perhaps Mr. Masterson would have had a fair shake in his initial habeas 

proceedings. But he did not. He did not receive the level of representation to which he 

was entitled under 18 U.S.C. § 3599.  

Mr. Masterson has shown cause and prejudice to overcome any procedural bars to 

this Court’s consideration of his petition, including the State’s continued refusal to notify 

or turn over to Mr. Masterson material information concerning the extent of Mr. Shrode’s 

fraud. Mr. Masterson is continuing to learn new, even more aggravating facts related to 

Mr. Shrode’s fraud as the State is preparing to execute him. He deserves an opportunity 

to litigate his limited issues with counsel who will provide him the level of representation 

to which has was entitled – but which he was denied – in his initial state and federal 

habeas proceedings.  

CONCLUSION 

 

Mr. Masterson’s case highlights the most serious problems with the death penalty 

in the United States. There is a reason that this Court does not see appeals from rich 

people with an execution date. Rich people can afford lawyers who care and pay attention 

to their cases. Mr. Masterson’s lawyers never cared until the very end of the process. 

They missed obvious information that would have entitled Mr. Masterson to relief. They 

simply did not care about his case – really, his life. 

This is what happens to the poor in the criminal justice system. The merits of their 

cases don't always matter. Their future depends on the luck of the draw. If they are lucky, 

the courts will appoint caring, dedicated lawyers. If they are unlucky like Mr. Masterson, 
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the courts will appoint lawyers who will do the minimum and collect their money before 

moving to the next case. 

Mr. Masterson has presented this Court with compelling, convincing evidence 

that he is actually innocent, that the State suppressed exculpatory evidence, and that his 

attorneys’ inexcusable failures placed him within hours of his execution. This Court is his 

last chance for justice. This Court is his last chance to stop a terrible tragedy and allow 

truth to prevail.  

He asks the Court to stay his imminent execution and return this matter to the 

district court for discovery and an evidentiary hearing on whether the evidence he 

discovered after his trial shows his innocence and state misconduct. 

 

       Respectfully submitted, 

 

       __/s/ Gregory W. Gardner____ 

       Gregory W. Gardner 

LAW OFFICE OF GREGORY W. 

GARDNER, PLLC 

       641 S Street, N.W. 

       Third Floor 

       Washington, D.C. 20001 

       O: (202) 684-6331 

       F: (202) 747-2986 

       gardnerlegal@gmail.com  

       Pro Bono Counsel  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I certify that I delivered a copy of this Reply to Assistant Attorney General W. 

Erich Dryden at erich.dryden@texasattorneygeneral.gov on this 20th day of January 

2016. Mr. Dryden consented to this electronic service.  

 

 

 

 

__/s/ Gregory W. Gardner____ 

 Gregory W. Gardner 

       Attorney for Mr. Masterson 

 


